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1 Introduction
This application note describes the Programmable Gain
Amplifier (PGA) in the S12ZVLA128 microcontroller that is a
member of the S12 MagniV 16-bit microcontroller devices.
The further sections describe in detail how to use the PGA
module in a typical application. These and other features make
this device ideal for LIN node applications such as sensors,
switch panels, or small actuators.
This application note provides a simple PGA driver which will
allow the user to enable measurements on any of the
S12ZVLA128 MagniV devices. It also provides a detailed
explanation of the configuration of the registers.

2 Programmable gain
amplifier
The PGA offers multiple internal gain options, it gain can be
programmed from 10x, 20x, 40x and 80x. There are two PGA
inputs: AN2 and AN3. The reference voltage should be
selectable internally from the DAC outputs (DACI), VDDA/2,
or from the device pinout, at pin AN1. The output of the
second amplification stage (PGA_OUT) must be routed to
internal ADC channel 7.
The following are the features of PGA:
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Programmable gain amplifier

•
•
•
•
•

Amplification of analog input signal with selectable gain of 10x, 20x, 40x, 80x
Typical current consumption 1 mA
Offset compensation
Internal VDDA / 2 reference voltage generation or external signal as reference voltage (see top level connections)
Amplifier output connected to ADC

The following are the applications/uses of PGA:
• Amplification
• Differential to Single-Ended Conversion
• Differential-Input, Differential-Output Signal
• Industrial and Automotive Signal Conditioning
• Sensor Interface and Signal Processing
• General Purpose Data Acquisition

2.1 Input/ Output connections

Figure 1. PGA block diagram
Table 1. Input/ Output PGA signals
SIGNAL

DESCRIPTION

PGA_IN0

This analog pin is used as amplifier plus input voltage if the
associated control register bit is set.

PGA_IN1

This analog pin is used as amplifier plus input voltage if the
associated control register bit is set.

PGA_REF0

This analog pin is used as reference voltage and amplifier minus
input voltage if the associated control register bit is set.

PGA_REF1

This analog pin is used as reference voltage and amplifier minus
input voltage if the associated control register bit is set.
Table continues on the next page...
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Table 1. Input/ Output PGA signals (continued)
SIGNAL
PGA_OUT

DESCRIPTION
This analog pin provides the analog amplifier output voltage of the
PGA as a function of the gain, offset and the reference voltage.

2.2 Initialization
Follow the details given below to initialize PGA.
• Configure CPMU voltage regulator to 5 V.
• Set up the system clock.
• Enable the ADC Module.
• Initialize the offset compensation routine for PGA.
• Configure PGA to the circuit application.
• Wait a settling time.
• Read [PGA_OUT] value.
NOTE
The PGA will be operated from the analog 5 V power domain VDDA.

2.2.1 Offset compensation
The offset compensation is used to compensate the input offset in the amplifier. The following procedure is recommended.
• The PGA_EN bit and the PGAOFFSCEN bit must be set to enable the PGA and to connect the PGAIN internally to the
reference voltage.
• Select the reference generation from the internal VDDA/2 buffer. The gain must be set to 80x.
• The offset compensation is done in two steps as shown in the Figure 2.

Figure 2. PGA Offset register (PGAOFFSET)
1. Phase A: With PGAOFFSET[2:0] = 0x000, step through the offset compensation values using the 3 MSBs of the
PGAOFFSET[5:3] = {0x011, 0x010, 0x001, 0x000, 0x111, 0x110, 0x101} and measure the PGA_OUT value with the
ADC. Select as optimal offset compensation value for the higher three bits the PGAOFFSET[5:3] which is closest to
the expected ADC reading for VDDA/2.
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2. Phase B: With the optimal PGAOFFSET[5:3] value, and setting step through the offset compensation values
PGAOFFSET[2:0]= {0x011, 0x010, 0x001, 0x000, 0x111, 0x110, 0x101} and measure the PGA_OUT value with the
ADC. Select as optimal offset compensation value for the lower three bits the PGAOFFSET[2:0] which is closest to the
expected ADC reading of VDDA/2.

Table 2. Offset compensation steps
Phase A

Phase B

PGAOFFSET[5:3]

∆VOUT

PGAOFFSET[2:0]

∆VOUT

011

- 3 ∙ VSTEP_H

011

- 3 ∙ VSTEP_H

010

- 2 ∙ VSTEP_H

010

- 2 ∙ VSTEP_H

001

- 1 ∙ VSTEP_H

001

- 1 ∙ VSTEP_H

000

0

000

0

111

+ 1 ∙ VSTEP_H

111

+ 1 ∙ VSTEP_H

110

+ 2 ∙ VSTEP_H

110

+ 2 ∙ VSTEP_H

101

+ 3 ∙ VSTEP_H

101

+ 3 ∙ VSTEP_H

si100

0

100

0

Figure 3. Offset compensation timing diagram

2.3 Using the PGA for differential voltage measurement
For sensor applications it is often required to measure a small differential voltage Vdiff . The PGA is not capable of
amplifying a differential voltage, but an algorithm to calculate the differential voltage can be implemented.
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The PGA contains two input pins PGA_IN0 and PGA_IN1 which can be multiplexed by the ADC command list (see section
1.9.6.1 of the reference manual) or manually using the register PGAINSEL. By subtracting the ADC readings of the two pins
the amplified differential voltage can be calculated.

For this algorithm two requirements must be met:
1. The minimum time for the input signal multiplexing is given by PGA to ADC settling time tPGA_settling. The rate of
signal change within tPGA_settling must be small.
2. The common mode input voltage range of the differential input signals must be limited that for a given gain A PGA a
reference voltage V ref can be selected so that both amplified signals do not saturate.

Figure 4. Application circuit with a Wheatstone bridge sensor
In cases where noise is relatively high, it's usually add LPB filter the output of a bridge sensor. This reduces wide band noise
and can help to reject EMI/RFI. In the figure X, it is shown is a single-pole differential low-pass filter configuration. The
resistors in the low-pass band filter should likewise be very small, no more than 200 ohms. If they are too large, increased
noise and gain errors will result. The differential capacitor [CDIFF], size depends on the desired data rate and settling time. It
can be anywhere from 100 pF and 1 uF.
PGA circuit application
Using an equivalent Wheastone Bridge in order to apply a diffrential-voltage (from 10 mV to 300 mV) to the PGA interface,
it is verified the accuracy and stability of the gains pre-defined in the module.
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Figure 5. PGA circuit application.

Figure 6. PGA Gain vs Differential voltage input

3 Example software
The tables in the sections below describes all functions and variables used for the PGA circuit application.
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3.1 Global Variables
VARIALBLE

DESCRIPTION

tPGA_setting

Indicates the settling time after the PGA channel configuration

n_samples

Indicates the samples number of the PGA reads in order to obtain the average

3.2 Functions
FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION

Clock_init();

Initializes REFCLK for PLL

ADC_init();

Initializes ADC configuration

ADC_read();

Read ADC channel

PGAOFFSET_COMP_ROUTINE();

Initializes the offset compesation routine.

PGAOUT_READ();

Obtain the PGAOUT value of a single input PGAIN0 or PGAIN1 and REF1
input as reference.

PGAOUT_READDIFF();

Obtain the PGAOUT value of a differential measurement between PGAIN0
and PGAIN1 inputs and REF1 input as reference.

delayx(tPGA_settling);

Delay time after the PGA channel configuration

• void Clock_init(unsigned char bus_clk);
Name Function

Clock_init();

Description

Initializes REFCLK for PLL

Parameters

bus_clk

Returns

Name

Frequency(MHz)

CLK_8_MHZ

8

CLK_12_5_MHZ

12.5

CLK_24_MHZ

24

None

• void ADC_init(void);
Name Function

ADC_init();

Description

Initializes ADC configuration.

Parameters

None

Returns

None

• unsigned int ADC_read(unsigned int channel);
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Name Function

ADC_read();

Description

Read ADC channel

Parameters

For the PGA_OUT (internal ADC channel), the parameter of this function
is indicated as follows:
ADC_read (INT_AN (7));

Returns

Returns the reads of the (internal) ADC channel,

• unsigned int PGAOFFSET_COMP_ROUTINE(void);
Name Function

PGAOFFSET_COMP_ROUTINE();

Description

Initializes the offset compesation routine.

Parameters

None

Returns

Returns the offset compensation value.

• unsigned int PGAOUT_READ(unsigned int pgainput,unsigned pgagainx);
Name Function

PGAOUT_READ();

Description

Obtain the PGAOUT value of a single input PGAIN0 or PGAIN1 and REF1 input as
reference.

Parameters

pgainput

pgagainx

Name

Input

PGA_INPUT0

PGA_IN0

PGA_INPUT1

PGA_IN1

Name

Gain

GAIN_10x

10

GAIN_20x

20

GAIN_40x

40

GAIN_80x

80

Returns

• unsigned int PGAOUT_READDIFF(unsigned int pgareference,unsigned pgagainx);
Name Function

PGAOUT_READDIFF();

Description

Obtain the average of the PGAOUT value. The differential measurement is determinates
as PGAIN0 minus PGAIN1 inputs and REF1 input as reference.

Parameters

pgareference

pgagainx

Name

Reference

PGA_VREF_halfVDDA

VDDA/2

PGA_VREF_0

PGA_REF0

PGA_VREF_1

PGA_REF1

Name

Gain

GAIN_10x

10

GAIN_20x

20

GAIN_40x

40

GAIN_80x

80

Returns
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• void delayx(long int time);
Name Function

delayx(tPGA_settling);

Description

Delay time after the PGA channel configuration.

Parameters
Returns

None

4 Conclusion
This application note describes several potential uses for the on-chip PGA module on the S12ZVLA microcontrollers, also it
highlights the importance of having very accurate resistors in the input filter if is need. For precise differential measurements,
a 1 % resistor may be not enough. We also saw that a good precision of the GAIN that is useful for limiting the offset on the
output voltage. The concepts can be expanded to meet other use cases as well. The CodeWarrior software project for these
examples is available on www.nxp.com.
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